
AcuHorn series



AcuHorn manufacture

from Gdansk designs and produces high fidelity horn loudspeakers 

Based on its own genuine acoustic type of enclosure. All works 

related to the design and production are treated with the greatest 

care down to the smallest detail. Each device leaving the workshop is 

tested and individually assessed. We focus our attention on offering 

the clients full range horn loudspeakers that present an 

unequalled example of sound reproduction in the history of 

phonograph. AcuHorn proposes its own original solutions developed 

and tested on many splendid systems. The tradition and precision of 

manufacturing decide about an exceptional character of sound 

delivered by constructions coming from Gdansk.



AcuHorn secco145

The first contact with AcuHorn secco145 horns evokes an instinctive 

feeling that the music should sound exactly in this very way. These 

loudspeakers attract a listener with their uniform tonal equilibrium 

with a suitable speed of the transmission, making music natural and 

direct.

AcuHorn secco145 is a horn loudspeaker with a single full range 

driver that works in the full scope of frequencies. The horn offers a 

completely different listening experience when compared with all 

conventional multi drive units. One driver means a lack of electronic 

crossover filters and tonal distortions. When mid-ranges and high 

frequencies come out of the same place, reproduction gets more 

precise. It results in exceptionally focused presentation of stereo, a 

precise placement of instruments on the sound scene. One may hear 

space between instruments. A driver's light diaphragm with large 

surface generates music with extreme clarity and resolution getting 

down to the tiniest detail.

Simplicity in the audio reproduction brings about substantial 

benefits: the less we do to a signal during its journey through the 

system, the more original sound it will present. With such a purist 

approach to the audio path the issue of an application of an internal 

cable becomes a factor extremely influencing the character of 

sound. That is why we use cables of a famous audio company, Siltech 

G5 series. AcuHorn secco145 horns are so sensitive that any change 

in the audio path is clearly heard.



AcuHorn grand biancore155

When all the excitement of the world becomes quiet in the evening and 

we sit down comfortably before our favourite performers, when 

AcuHorn grand biancore155 loudspeakers lead us inside the 

concerto, there is only music and grand expanse left. The 

loudspeakers precisely reproduce the sound stage and present it 

with a true flourish. From the first moment the listener has an 

impression of unusual clarity of sounds. Now music is reproduced in 

the manner I have always dreamt of.

AcuHorn grand biancore155 are horn loudspeakers, dipole with two 

fullrange drivers working in the whole range of frequencies. 

Building of the sound stage is phenomenal, there is coherence of the 

whole acoustic band, natural creation of the stage in front of and 

behind the speakers, model neutrality and vividness of sound. It was 

possible to apply those features of a dipole construction in a horn 

loudspeaker thanks to the precise matching of a horn with a driver. 

We obtain a wall of sound from a large area of emission like in 

electrostatic loudspeakers, plus the range of dynamics like in the 

duo of a paper speaker driving a horn. Light diaphragms react to the 

slightest changes and transfer music with unusual resolution and 

dynamics. Based on a construction (shape) of a horn the analogue 

matching of the division of frequencies eliminated switches and 

filters, thus depriving the loudspeakers of tonal distortions and 

sound degradation. Additionally the application of a special internal 

wiring system and binding posts allowed to maximise the purity of a 

signal path. Splendid Tesla driver 20cm featuring the smallest ratio 

of a moving mass to the surface area of a diaphragm creates an 

uncompromising approach to the sound reproduction.

The horn construction as a dipole in a full acoustic range was applied 

for the first time ever by AcuHorn manufacture. Notwithstanding 

their substantial size, AcuHorn grand biancore155 horn 

loudspeakers are slim, elegant and modern in design, they offer an 

encounter with a unique object, provide unforgettable experience 

while turning the listening room into the best world concert halls. 

The wooden acoustic horns are finished with traditional bee waxes, 

natural high quality veneers exploring deep colours of wood 

adjusted to an individual interior design.





Horn's qualities

AcuHorn horns give most pleasure when you listen on them to your 

favourite collection of vinyl records. A turntable is a certain 

challenge, it requires taking delicate care of each detail before 

switching it on. This spinning plate means also endeavours to reduce 

vibrations and increase stability of revolutions. The amount of 

information recorded on a vinyl record is worth all that effort since 

it gives music a proper, complete form. Through a contact with a 

gramophone record you search for ever better method of 

reproducing music. While looking for a better sound you will find an 

inexhaustible source of impressions, emotions and feelings, an 

incandescent tube and a wooden acoustic horn.

The wooden acoustic horn requires a special driver. The selection of 

a driver and a contour of the horn must be both closely related. It is 

a simultaneous choice. Just like with a sculptor who selects stone 

knowing what he wants to bring out, what the ultimate result is to be 

like. It is similar with a horn construction which is an acoustic 

instrument being a whole. And a replacement of a driver is possible to 

a certain extent only. Just like with a replacement of strings in a 

violin - you cannot exchange them for cello strings. The whole is as 

unique and transient, just as with an employment of a vacuum tube - it 

plays, changing itself, for 10000 hrs and when you replace it with 

another tube it will still play differently. Each time when we put a 

gramophone record on a platter a needle will wander along a groove 

in a unique way, similarly as after replacing the same cartridge model 

with a new specimen. A horn is associated with low frequencies that 

are really very good. Adjusting a horn in a midrange is a unique 

phenomenon still. It means the difference in tone of various violins, A 

type of wood, glue, varnish, profile... Driver's independent existence 

starts more or less above the middle of the bandwidth. Its purity, 

timbre, swiftness of reaction, delicate reproduction of all changes, 

microdetails contained in a recording build up the atmosphere of 

concert halls, air among instruments, three-dimensional space. It is a 

substantial duty of a partner in such a phenomenal happening as a 

meeting of the couple a horn and a full range speaker.

For such a presentation of reproduction an appropriate amplifier is 

required. Those requirements are satisfied best by a single-ended 

tube amplifier. 1 Watt of triode in pure class A is an unattainable 

model in audio world. And this power range is enough for a horn to 

listen with a "live" volume in a 30-meter room. Amp's distortions are 

really little. A horn is an acoustic transformer adjusting energy of a 

diaphragm to surroundings of a hearing room. An unbroken signal, 

without going through a system of induction coils, capacitors and 

resistors, is untouched by all problems that burden an amplifier.



Including all that a concert contains

In an audio system it is crucial to select each element properly and 

especially to tune up an amplifier-loudspeakers pair. One affects the 

other in a manner that is crucial for the total ultimate result. For 

horns, it is coupling with an electron tube. Horns and tubes have 

much in common indeed. The principle of a tube operation consists in 

well-proportioned dosing of electrons in response to the slightest 

changes in voltage volume. This phenomenon can be compared to a 

seaside beach.

Sand grains, as electrons, respond to the tiniest gusts of wind or 

sprinkle millions of grains during a gale. In comparison with 

transistors that pass a signal through a gate a tube seems to be a 

totally unconstrained giant of information. The principle of an 

operation of a transistor may be compared with sand sifting through 

a bottleneck of an hourglass. It results in sound substantially 

washed of numerous nuances that are plentiful and common in a tube 

as a rule. That is why big tubes with bigger grids-beaches perform 

better than those with smaller ones.

The similar principle applies to full range drivers that, as a rule, due 

to their surface area, reproduce all details in recordings. A precise 

and light paper driver transmits soft signals amplified by an acoustic 

horn, just like a tube amplifies electrons. This strengthening of 

acoustic energy takes place simultaneously throughout all the 

bandwidth to which a horn is tuned in. And specifically there is an 

immediate transfer of low frequencies without a need to pump air 

through drivers with a maximised cone travel.

Similar is the situation with a source of signal. A tube must have 

something to amplify. The best transformation of the most delicate 

signals is still provided by a vinyl LP. The amount of information is so 

abundant that mathematically speaking it surpasses by very very far a 

signal of 16 bit 44 kHz. A tube and a horn are able to strengthen and 

transform into acoustic energy not only vocals and instruments but 

also air freely vibrating in a hearing room, plus lock-stock-and 

barrel of side events registered in a concert hall.



AcuHorn grand biancore155

Technical specifications:

Type a wooden acoustic Dipol horn

Driver 2x Tesla ŠR200

Impedance 4 ohm

Sensitivity 99 dB

Recommended amplifier power 3-30W

Internal silver cable Siltech G5 series

Terminal signature gold WBT 

Weight 45 kg piece 

Dimensions W 21 x D 60 x H 155 cm

AcuHorn secco145

Technical specifications:

Type a wooden acoustic horn

Driver Tesla ŠR200

Impedance 8 ohm 

Sensitivity 96 dB 

Recommended amplifier power 3-18W

Internal silver cable Siltech G5 series

Terminal signature gold WBT

Weight 20 kg piece

Dimensions W 21 x D 30 x H 145 cm

AcuHorn rosso superiore175

Technical specifications:

Type a wooden acoustic dipol horn

Driver 2x Tesla ŠR200

Impedance 4 ohm

Sensitivity 97 dB

Recommended amplifier power 3-30W

Internal silver cable Siltech G5 series

Terminal signature gold WBT

Weight 30 kg piece 

Dimensions W 21 x D 40 x H 175 cm

AcuHorn nero125

Technical specifications:

Type a wooden acoustic horn

Driver Tesla ŠR200

Impedance 8 ohm

Sensitivity 94 dB

Recommended amplifier power 3-18W

Internal silver cable Siltech G5 series

Terminal signature gold WBT

Weight 25 kg piece 

Dimensions W 21 x D 50 x H 125 cm
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